Център за изкуства и култура Топлоцентралата

Arts Centre Toplocentralata

Architectural concept
Our design proposal aims to maximize the full potential of the existing structure and plot. For this reason the three existing column free volumes of the
former Heat Plant are converted straight into three art halls while for all the
supporting programs a new second level is built on top.
Free from any other supporting programs the ground floors achieve maximum
space and flexibility. The shown halls and foyers are just an exemplary proposal, numerous combinations are possible. Generally the halls will be surrounded by inside public spaces, which could be additionally link and united with the
outside public spaces thanks to the all openable parts of the façade skin on
ground level. These openable parts are also used for providing limitless number of entrances from every needed direction. In that way this highly transformable ground floors become an extension for the city centre public space. Both
inside and outside these public spaces could be used for art space themselves
- exhibitions, sculpture garden, amphitheater outside scene etc.
Outside the complex is left the way it used to be – a composition of three
separate buildings framing a forum. Not building additional volumes on ground
level maximizes the space and flexibility of this forum too.
Each of the three buildings will have an atrium with vertical communications for
connecting the public programs of the two levels. For artist and staff a separate communication core will be built in building “1a” as the artist area is placed
above the Big hall. On the second levels three groups of programs are placed
to benefit from the splendid view over the adjacent park - a bar with big terrace
in building “1a”, artists studio rooms in building “2” and co-working spaces in
building “1b”. The addition of the second level serves also the assignment task
to improve buildings visibility from aside as their height get enlarged.
Putting a new simple glass skin over the old concrete skeleton adds a new
appearance for the art complex but still preserves the spirit of the old buildings
by keeping their proportions and composition intact. In the interiors the old
concrete skeleton is the only, but highly present physical memory from the old
halls. The simple transparent volumes merge easily into the green surroundings of the park around but still ensure a recognizable identity for the complex.
The second floor usability was consulted by a structural engineer calculating
the useful load durability of the existing construction:
100 kg/m2 snow cover + 150kg/m2 office furniture + 40 kg/m2 steel
construction < 330kg/m2.
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